1. Dissertations and Theses

1.b. Doctoral thesis


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/180850


ORBi viewed: 34 (8 ULg) ; downloaded: 3 (3 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -

1.c. Second cycle dissertations (licence, master, DES, DEA)


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/131231

Jury: Hoebeke Maryse (Promotor).

ORBi viewed: 48 (11 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -

3. Articles in peer reviewed academic journals

3.a. With an international target audience

As first or last author


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/178397

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBI)

ORBi viewed: 23 (3 ULg) ; downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: 0

IF 2015: ?; last: 3.552; IF5: 3.583 — EigenF 2015: ?; last: 0.0709 — Article Infl. 2015: ?; last: 0.8367


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/172563

Peer reviewed (verified by ORBI)

ORBi viewed: 34 (8 ULg) ; downloaded: 6 (6 ULg) — SCOPUS®: 0

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/87949
Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)
ORBi viewed: 154 (25 ULg) ; downloaded: 7 (7 ULg) — SCOPUS®: 13
IF 2012: 2.404; last: 2.736; IF5: 3.076 — EigenF 2012: ?; last: 0.0141 — Article Infl. 2012: ?; last: 0.6098

As co-author
http://hdl.handle.net/2268/176577
Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)
ORBi viewed: 17 (4 ULg) ; downloaded: 1 (1 ULg) — SCOPUS®: 0

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/67428
Peer reviewed (verified by ORBi)
ORBi viewed: 62 (27 ULg) ; downloaded: 55 (5 ULg) — SCOPUS®: 4
IF 2010: 2.598; last: 2.281; IF5: 2.474 — EigenF 2010: 0.1899; last: 0.1899 — Article Infl. 2010: 0.8871; last: 0.8871

9. Scientific congresses and symposia

9.b. On a personal proposal

Published

With an international target audience

With peer reviewing
http://hdl.handle.net/2268/176771
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 40 (7 ULg) ; downloaded: 2 (1 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/161988
Peer reviewed ✓
ORBi viewed: 87 (17 ULg) ; downloaded: 4 (4 ULg) — SCOPUS®: 0

Oral presentations only or conference poster

With an international target audience
http://hdl.handle.net/2268/174716
ORBi viewed: 38 (8 ULg) ; downloaded: 15 (5 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/161999
ORBi viewed: 95 (21 ULg) ; downloaded: 6 (4 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -

http://hdl.handle.net/2268/171982

ORBi viewed: 27 (2 ULg); downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/131115

ORBi viewed: 42 (10 ULg); downloaded: 0 — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/87951

Peer reviewed ✓

ORBi viewed: 166 (19 ULg); downloaded: 5 (3 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/87950

Peer reviewed ✓

ORBi viewed: 101 (8 ULg); downloaded: 5 (2 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/61565

ORBi viewed: 13 (8 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/61563

ORBi viewed: 50 (17 ULg) — SCOPUS®: -

**With a national target audience**


http://hdl.handle.net/2268/171981

ORBi viewed: 18 — SCOPUS®: -